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In an earlier paper Cl] one of us examined the question: Given a prime 
p what is the maximal number n =f(p) in any set of residues {a,, a,,..., a,,} 
(mod p) so that at least one of the differences aj - aj is incongruent to all 
other differences ai. - aj.? 
It was determined that the answer is of the order of magnitude log p. 
That is, there exist constants 0 < c1 < c2 so that ci log p <f(p) < c2 log p 
for all p. 
In this note we examine a natural generalization, where instead of 
differences we examine the set of linear expressions with prescribed 
coefficients. 
PROBLEM. Let a = (a,, a2 ,..., ak) be a vector with nonzero integral com- 
ponents. To any set of residues S = {a,, a*,..., a,} (mod p) we assign the set 
of residues (mod p) 
L= (ala,,+a,ai,+ ... +a,aik)ailcS}. 
What is the maximal number f(a; p) = n so that at least one element of L 
has a unique representation (mod p)? 
We remark that the uniqueness or lack of uniqueness of representation 
of the elements in L is an invariant under atline transformations 
ai + Au, + B, A f 0 (mod p), 
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and under permutations and nonzero scalar multiplication on the 3,. Thus 
f(a1, azv.5 a!t; P) =f(wo,, ,3.-t ~a~,~,; p) for any permutation (TE Sk and 
y & 0 (mod p). 
Another obvious fact is that for any C <k we have 
f(%,..., a,; p)>f(a,,..., a,; PI, (1) 
since any set S = {a, ,..., a,) in which every element of L, = (xl a, + . . . + 
a,ai, ( a,, E S> has at least two representations 
%]a;, + ... +a,ai,rcx,aj;+ ... $c+a,;(modpf 
with (ii ,..., ie) # (i; ,...,i;),leadstoaset Lk={aIai,+ ‘1. +c+a,,ja,,~S) in 
which every element has two representations 
alai, + . .f +a,ajl+a,+,ail+,t *a* +akaik 
=aIu,; + “* +afUi;+af+,U;r+,+ ... +a,a, 
with (ii ,..., if, iE + , ,..., ik) # (i’, ,..., ii, i, + , ,..., ik). 
In view of these remarks we can extend some of the methods of [ 1 ] to 
the present case. 
THEOREM 1. f(a; p) 2 1 + iog(p - l)/Iog(2 j/all r). 
ProoJ Let S= (ui ,..., a, > with 0 = a, < a, < . . . < a, < p and consider 
the n - 1 rational numbers a,/p, a,/~,..., a,/p. By Dirichlet’s theorem there 
exist integers x, y2,..., y, with O<x<p so that 
/ I uai-yi < 
1 
P (p- l)l!(n- 1,; 
i = 2,..., n, 
or 
lx~i-PY,l~(p-~~~,‘“-“: i = I&..., n. 
Thus, if 
that is, 
(p- 1)“‘“-“>2 /lUlli, 
n-l ( ~Ois(P- 1) 
’ w2 IIN 1)’ 
then there exists an affine transform S’ of S so that all reduced residues lie 
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in the interval (-p/(2 jlajlr), p/(2 /allI)). Now all elements of L have 
representatives with 
Thus the difference between two minimal representatives in L has 
absolute value <p and two such representatives can be congruent (mod p) 
only if they are equal, Setting al, < a; < * + * < a; < 0 < a; + , < *. . < a; and 
a,<a2< ... <u.,<O<a,+,< ... <elk we see that the element of L 
whose maximal representative has the maximal value 
(a,+ ‘.. +a,)ui +(a,+1+ ... +ak)u:, 
cannot have another representation. 
The lower bound f(a; p) > c(a) log p which we have established leaves 
some open questions. For example, is the lower bound uniform for all vec- 
tors with k components? That is, can we find a positive constant c(k) so 
that 
j-t% ,..., ak; P) > c(k) 1% P 
for all primes and all k-tuples, a, of nonzero integers? 
The upper bound construction in [ 1 ] for f(p) depended in an essential 
way on the fact that the ratio, - 1, of the two coefftcients in uj - uj has mul- 
tiplicative order 2 (mod p) for any p and that therefore in any set of 
integers which is closed under multiplication by - 1 all differences ui - aj = 
( -L+) - ( -a,), except for 2a, occur at least twice. This leads to the follow- 
ing extension. 
THEOREM 2. If we have ai = aj or ai = -aj for some i & j teen 
f(a; PI < (2 + 4 1)) log P/h3 3. (2) 
Proof: As we remarked, it suffices to prove (2) for f(ai, ai; p)= 
f( 1, + 1; p). The construction is as in [ f, Theorem 21: We take the set of 
integers R= {O, + 1, f2,..., +(3k- 1)) and construct a descending 
sequence a,, u2,..., ap as follows: 
%=:(P--v& PER, pz:(mod2.3k); 
I 
ai/3 if ai=0 (mod 3), 
ai+1 = (ai - ri)/2 if a, & 0 (mod 3), where rig R, 
ui G ri (mod 2. 3k). 
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The last element in this chain satisfies CI~ > 3” and u/ + l E R. We now pick 5’ 
to be the union of R and { +u,,.... +a,}. 
From a+a’=a’+a and a-a’=(-u’)-(-u) it is clear that all sums 
and differences except 2a have at least two representations. To show that 
2u = a + u = a - ( -a) has another representation as sum and as difference 
it suffices to prove this for positive a. For 0 6 a < 3” - 1 we have 
Since 3k < af < 3(3” - 1), we have 2(3k - 1) = a, + ( -rO) = a, - r0 with 
O<r,~3~-- 1. Forj> I we have 
2aj = 
i 
ai- f + (-Uj)=Uj- 1 -Uj if a/--., 50 (mod 3), 
aj+,+(-rj_,)=ai-,-rj.., if u,-~ f O(mod3). 
Finally, 2a,=O+(-r)=O-r with rER. 
The number n = ISI < (2 -+ 2jkf log, p + 2 * 3k < (2 + E) log, p if we 
choose 4/s < k < log,f(s/2) log, p). For details see [I]. 
The reasoning in Theorem 2 can be generalized in several ways. 
THEOREM 3. Let e be the order of the multiplicative group (mod p) 
generated by ( - 1,2, p). Then, if ai z Jkz,. (mod p) -for some i # j, we have 
f(a; p) < 2e + 1. (3) 
Note that e > log, p. 
Proof As before it suffices to prove (3) forf( 1, /I; p). Let S be the mul- 
tip~icative group generated by { - 1,2, /3j (mod p), augmented by 0. Then 
for uj, aj E S we get 
Ui + Paj z @j) + P(P-‘a,), 
where @uj, /V’aieS by hypothesis. Thus we get two distinct represen- 
tations for every element except 2ai. But 
2*0=/3+fi(--1) 
while 
2 ( + 2”P’) = +2” + ‘D” + p ’ 0, 
so that every linear combination has at least two representations (mod p). 
Under certain circumstances it may be preferable to eliminate the 
generator 2 from the multiplicative group which occurs in the definition 
of 3. 
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THEOREM 4. Let e’ be the multiplicative order of /? (mod p). Then under 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3 we have 
(4) 
ProoJ We again prove inequality (4) for f( 1, /I; p). If /I = t2 we let 
s= (0, f 1, +2 (..., _t27. If /pi>3 we construct a minimal complete 
residue system (mod Ifi1 ): 
R={- [y] ,...) -l,O,l,..., [yl 
and let S=RC..JR/IUR~~V ... uRp’-’ (mod p). Thus, /S\ d 
e’lR-~O}l+l=(l~l-l)e’+l. 
Since S is closed under multiplication by fl it is again clear that 
a+fla’=(/?a’)+fl(af?-‘) 
leads to multiple representation of all numbers except 2a. For fi= +3 we 
get a second representation 2a = 0 + /I( f a). For //?I 2 3 every element of S 
is rfiU with r E R. Thus it suffkes to get a representation of 2r other than 
r+P(rb-‘). Now either 2r=2r+/?.OER or 2r= &-/?+rl=rl+/?(+l) 
with r, E R. Thus every residue represented is represented at least twice. 
In many cases the above theorems yield upper bounds of the order of 
magnitude of log p for f(a; p), however in general all the quantities e and 
e’ which arise may be quite large (as large as p - I). Thus the following 
statement remains a conjecture. 
Conjecture 5. For every vector a with nonzero integral components 
there is a constant c(a) so that 
for all primes p. 
flu; PI < c(a) 1% P 
There are, of course certain trivial bounds on f(u; p) which can be 
established by constructing sets S so that every residue (mod p) has mul- 
tiple representation as a linear combination of elements of S with coef- 
ficients a. In order to accomplish such representation we need at least 
(2p)‘@ terms in 5’ and it is not difficult to construct sets with that order of 
magnitude. 
THEOREM 6. We have 
Aa; P) G (WP)“~I + 11 k 
for all vectors a = (01, ,..., cxk). 
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Proof Let b = [(2p)‘lk + I]. Then every integer c E { 0, l,..., 2~) has an 
expansion c=co+c,b+ ... +ckp,bkm’ with ~;EB= (0, l,..., b- l).. It 
thus suffices to construct a set S= Ba, I u Bba; ’ u ... u hBk ‘ak I 
(mod p), and to let each term c,b’ be represented (mod p) as mj+, times the 
appropriate element of Bb’cz-,“, . Since we get different representations for 
CE (0, l,..., p- 1) and c+ PE {p, p+ l,..., 2p- 1 j, every residue is 
represented at least twice. 
Note that the trivial bound in Theorem 6 is uniform in all vectors a of a 
given dimension. If Conjecture 5 holds it would be interesting to know 
whether a uniform version, with c(a) replaced by c(k) holds. If not, one 
might ask whether a uniform upper bound which is substantially better 
than Theorem 6 can be obtained. 
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